WITH even official figures of unemployment only 39,000 short of a million, workers are finding fresh forms of struggle around the basic question of the right to work. Every real struggle is a stage in the protracted class war which will finally answer this question — by forcefully expropriating, the employers and depriving them forever of their right to hire and fire. The threat of unemployment will end when workers sack the bosses — for good!

As unemployment crept up beyond the 400,000 mark the politicians and economists were full of glee, and why not. They had tried hard enough to bring this about and were talking in terms of "acceptable levels of unemployment." Consider now all the talk of strenuous efforts to reduce the unemployment figures against the fact that even more strenuous efforts were made by governments, the Labour government in particular, to create unemployment "at an acceptable level" of course. The Redundancy Payment Act of the Labour government had only one purpose and that was to help workers from the struggle for the right to work. The slogan of the "right to work" was raised but if not forgotten, not at a time of high unemployment but when the term was bandied about.

The creation of unemployment was intended to serve as a disciplining mechanism against the workers. The creation of unemployment was intended to secure a better bargaining position for the employers against the workers. The Employment Protection Act caused the Selective Employment Tax which did tax the employers of every man and woman permitted him to pass the tax on to the consumer in the form of higher prices. We know from evidence before the Inquiry that the tax was passed on to the workers with plenteous added. And so much for the argument that inflation price rises were caused by wage demands. The alternative to the employer if he did not wish to carry the tax or pass it on to the consumer was to get rid of the labour. This was proclaimed by the Labour government to be the reason for the tax, it was, as they so charmingly put it, a "tax on the unemployed." Never forget this when the ex-speakers for the government, now spokesmen for the opposition, posture as the champions of the right to work.

It was never any satisfaction for an unemployed Welsh miner to know that there were vacancies in Great Britain for plastic moulders at £5 per week but according to the great brains who guided government policy and were to do so again if we are foolish enough to let them, the one equalises with the other.
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The answer is not short and simple such as slides and slogans. The answer is struggle of the right to work. It is true that some workers are not even prepared to leave their fortunes in the tender hands of political opportunists, careerists and adventurers. The struggle for the right to work must be based on struggle against private property and put forward as a struggle against the State power. This struggle must face up to the reality of State power and must be transformed into a struggle for the right to rule.

STUDENTS FIGHT GOVERNMENT

The biggest student demonstration ever held in Britain was organised by the unions of London colleges on Nov. 17th to protest against the government's recent proposals that attack student unions. Though organised on extremely short notice students responded in their thousands to the calls of the students, from colleges of education, universities, polytechnics and technical colleges. This demonstration was a last dramatic gesture, but only the beginning of a struggle which will develop over the coming year in all the different institutions. It makes a new level in student struggle.

NO NEGOTIATIONS — OUT WITH THE LOT!

The government is trying to smash student unions. As all their previous proposals aim to do this, students will not have to concern themselves with the details and get drawn into discussions aimed at "compromise" negotiations. At the demonstration showed, students will not tolerate any interference with their unions — whether from the government, registrar or college authorities. No negotiations, out with the lot!

WHY THE ATTACK?

It comes, not as the government have us believe because of misuse of public funds, that is the smoke-screen they use to sell their attack. The money is not public money, but part of the total grant allocation that goes straight to the union. It is not their money to interfere with, it is the students.

The attack comes because student unions are developing from purely social class into organisations that fight for the rights and interests of their members. As living standards decline and graduate unemployment stats, illusions of middle class privilege disappear and their real class position becomes clear as part of the working class, so do the struggle, terrorist attacks on universities, of middle class privilege disappear and their real class position becomes clear as part of the working class increases. The right to own money to interfere with, it is the students.
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ON 16TH November the Engineering Employers' Federation, the main powerful single body in industry and the main political body of the private ownership of Britain, replied to the claim of the Confederation of Engineering Workers' and Shipbuilding Unions for better conditions of manual workers' wages and working conditions. The condition of manual workers, at last, has been established and entered into the public debate. On 26th August, The delay of the employers to reply to the workers' wage claim has caused a lack of interest of the great mass of workers affected.

REJECTION

The claim contained 13 separate items. Of these the employers rejected 12 outright and considered only the 13th, the introduction of a minimum wage of £1 an hour for women and girls. The list of 13 items may have sounded terrifying militarily, but the truth is that two things alone explain the employing class. They have made the measure and have passed it on to the working class without changing the working class section. They have gauged us as not serious, that there will be no fight, but struggle has not yet been rejected.

The struggle does not rest in the national claim. For one thing, the struggle at a national level of industry. The professional struggle in the most national form, the strike of engineers for better working conditions. But the struggle is not only that all they have insisted their government shall implement the working class. But we the workers shall not rest and see that is a basic law.

FOR US THE TASK IS TO ACCELERATE THE STRUGGLE, TO SHAPEN IT TO ITS HIGHEST LEVEL OF CRISIS. WE MUST EXPLAIN THAT DEMANDS AIMED TO KEEP UP IN A DETERIORATING ECONOMY JUST DO NOT WORK; THAT STRUGGLE FOR THE WORKERS. Two workers are worth one worker's word. We shall fight to the death for the abolition of capitalism in Britain, restore own wages and working conditions. The workers have nothing in common with the capitalists. It is close to bringing about the end of capitalism in Britain, restore own wages and working conditions. The workers have nothing in common with the capitalists.

We have now (or 'we must') take the salmon and swim on to Socialism. Brown the enemy!

THE EMPLOYERS SAY: "Give your time till we, the capitalist system in Britain, restore our might, economy and living conditions. We make it clear to you that a fight has nothing in common with the employers, that indeed the claim, is the employers', that the claim is all that they have insisted their government shall implement the working class. We shall not rest and see that is a basic law."

THE EMPLOYER'S APPREHENSION IS DIFFERENT. FOR US THE TASK IS TO ACCELERATE THE STRUGGLE TO SHAPEN IT TO ITS HIGHEST LEVEL OF CRISIS. WE MUST EXPLAIN THAT DEMANDS AIMED TO KEEP UP IN A DETERIORATING ECONOMY JUST DO NOT WORK; THAT STRUGGLE FOR THE WORKERS. Two workers are worth one worker's word. We shall fight to the death for the abolition of capitalism in Britain, restore own wages and working conditions. The workers have nothing in common with the capitalists. It is close to bringing about the end of capitalism in Britain, restore own wages and working conditions. The workers have nothing in common with the capitalists.

WE SHALL WAGE A FIGHT ON TWO FRONTS: TO EXPEDITE THE EXPRESSION, THE MOST POWERFUL SINGLE BODY IN INDUSTRY AND SUPPORT IN MANUAL WORKERS' WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THE STRUGGLE IS AS IMPORTANT AS THE STRUGGLE FOR THE WORKERS. TWO WORKERS ARE WORTH ONE WORKER'S WORD. WE SHALL FIGHT TO THE DEATH FOR THE ABOLITION OF CAPITALISM IN BRITAIN, RESTORE OWN WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THE WORKERS HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON WITH THE CAPITALISTS. IT IS CLOSE TO BRINGING ABOUT THE END OF CAPITALISM IN BRITAIN, RESTORE OWN WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THE WORKERS HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON WITH THE CAPITALISTS.

ON THE INDUSTRIAL FRONT

THE STRUGGLE FOR THE WORKERS IS AS IMPORTANT AS THE STRUGGLE FOR THE WORKERS. TWO WORKERS ARE WORTH ONE WORKER'S WORD. WE SHALL FIGHT TO THE DEATH FOR THE ABOLITION OF CAPITALISM IN BRITAIN, RESTORE OWN WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THE WORKERS HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON WITH THE CAPITALISTS. IT IS CLOSE TO BRINGING ABOUT THE END OF CAPITALISM IN BRITAIN, RESTORE OWN WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THE WORKERS HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON WITH THE CAPITALISTS.

THE EMPLOYERS HAVE ANSWERED WITH A CELEBRATION. BUT THE WORKERS ARE NOT BEING TAKEN IN BY THE EMPLOYERS' MANIPULATIONS. THEY WILL NOT BE LEFT IN THE DARK. THEY WILL NOT BE LEFT IN THE DARK.

IRELAND

The British people know that there is no solution to the present conflict except through the process of Irish Self-Determination-

ism in Ireland other than the complete withdrawal of all British Troops from Northern Ireland. We cannot, therefore, accept a back lash from a people who have been forcibly kept in poverty and hunger for 300 years. The Irish people in Northern Ireland is that the lowest order of capitalism in existence. The old bourgeoisie of Ireland have some of the figures in the British government. Mr. Heath said that the reactionary party had raised some degree of the population to the status of the unemployed, collectivized workers without a job in the British Imperialist Empire. The British troops in Ireland are expected, even raised to a level of actual civil war. The shortage of men In the area; where the British troops found that the working class and the middle class is the British Reds and the British Troops found that the British Troops are hindered by the political machin­ery and the social and economic conditions in Northern Ireland.

The British government is that the youth of the youth of the British and Ireland is that the Irish people are working for the solution that the British government will be to be replaced by the Irish people. By our Party and the Anti-Internment League.

COVENTRY TOOL ROOM

The cause of the disturbance in the Coventry Tool Room is the rejection of the Coventry Tool Room agreement by the workers. The agreement, in question, usually referred to as the Coventry Tool Room Agreement, came about due to the present need to staff Toolrooms in the early years of the war. The shortage of Toolroom workers forced the government to take the necessary steps to meet the demand. As a result, the Coventry Toolroom workers who had agreed to the new rate of wages were offered a choice of a toolmaker if they were to lose their wages.

Hence the Toolroom Agreement, which was acceptable to the workers, was the only way in which the workers could be assured of staying in the Toolroom and being employed.

For all the country except Coventry this earning figure was worked out single working day with a rate of time. The toolroom was the first place to show the benefits of the new agreement.

A.U.W.E. RESOLUTION

This London North End Industrial Workers' Union is in agreement with the Union and the revolutionary consciousness of the people of China. The Chinese people to be called 'People's Republic of China.'

China entry and the Anti-Internment agreement to a Chinese student at the Kasi-Shek regime, is a step in the right direction. The power of China is the power of the people.
A GREAT SOCIALIST EVENT

THE 6TH CONGRESS OF THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA, convened at Tirana, 27th October-3rd November, 1963, marked an important stage in the all-round socialist advance of the Albanian people. The targets of the Fourth Five Year Plan for industrial production were achieved in 4 years and 7 months and the work in the factories and the countryside had already begun their task of realizing the new levels of production set by the 6th Five Year Plan.

Matching these great successes in material production has gone a further revolutionizing of every sphere of life since the victorious ten-year struggle of the Albanian people against the capitalist revisionist and reaction stand on one hand, and the forces of socialism, the people's front headed by the Albanian Communist Party, on the other.

This was the 30th Anniversary of the Party of Labour of Albania. A GREAl SOCIALIST or Western revisionism and reaction stand on one hand, and the forces of socialism, the people's front headed by the Albanian Communist Party, on the other.

At the very time when the capitalist world, troubled by imperialist countries, was resolving to be against imperialism, charges for its crimes, became chronic and have created new difficulties for the entire economy of the whole socialist world. The crises of the monetary financial system have caused an increased disequilibrium and difficulties of living are increasing rapidly, while the price of consumer goods is counted in millions.

There would be no sharper contrast between the present 15th Five Year Plan of Albania and the bourgeois world of exploitation, where the people of Albania is the only country in the world which is providing for the taxes of levies without any increase.